Dear Chairman Rogers and Ranking Member Lowey:

We, the undersigned members of the Census Project (www.thecensusproject.org), are writing to urge sufficient funding in the Fiscal Year 2015 Continuing Resolution (CR) to support timely, thorough continued planning for the 2020 Census and the related American Community Survey. **Without a prompt ramp-up in funding, as we reach the mid-point of the decennial census cycle, the Census Bureau will lose critical opportunities to test promising, but complex, new cost-saving census methods, possibly dooming chances for significant census reform this decade.**

Specifically, we ask Congress to provide the Census Bureau with some form of funding anomaly in the CR. While we support a funding anomaly for the Census Bureau at the level approved by the Senate Appropriations Committee for the Periodic Censuses and Programs account ($896.7 million), we understand this option may not be viable, given the current negotiations and spending limits. Therefore, we urge you, at a minimum, to provide the Census Bureau with some relief in the CR, either in the form of a “non-scoring” anomaly, giving the Bureau more flexibility to spend money in the first quarter of the new fiscal year, or a smaller “scored” anomaly.

**Without an anomaly, the Census Bureau will not have sufficient funding to conduct the first planned field test and begin preparations for the next two, critical April 2015 tests (discussed in more detail below), jeopardizing the entire research and testing program next year.** Although the Census Bureau could request permission to reprogram funds from other activities, it cannot scale back ongoing demographic and economic surveys and statistical programs without sacrificing data quality or detail, or both.

The justification for this request is very clear to the broad, diverse census stakeholder community.

> The Census Bureau’s ability to complete 2020 Census research and testing of cost-saving innovations and design updates, including content review for the American Community Survey, and to begin systems and operational development, on schedule, will be at high risk without an anomaly and the ability to “ramp up” in funding at the start of Fiscal Year 2015.

The Census Bureau already has scaled back or postponed key planning activities for the 2020 Census due, in large part, to previous budget cuts and funding delays. In FY2015, the Bureau will conduct four major field tests
designed to evaluate, in census-like environments, innovations to improve enumeration efficiency and streamline field operations. Specifically, the tests will assess:

- the feasibility of replacing universal pre-census address canvassing with targeted verification of the Master Address File;
- using automation, real-time data, and administrative records to manage and streamline costly door-to-door follow-up with unresponsive households;
- new strategies to boost self-response, especially on the Internet, as well as methods for pre-registration and processing electronic responses that lack unique identifiers tying them to a specific address;
- revised questions on race and ethnicity;
- language assistance for non-English speakers; and
- improving estimates of mail, on-line, and telephone response, to better control overall costs.

*These new initiatives could modernize the census process and reduce costs substantially, but they require thorough testing and evaluation before the Census Bureau can select an optimal design for a cost-effective and accurate census.* The bureau must make that decision and begin development of IT and operational infrastructure by the end of FY2015. Further, the timing and outcome of these tests are inter-related. For example, the Census Bureau will apply lessons learned from the address verification test that started this month, to address listing for the two spring tests. If these tests are delayed, cut-back, or eliminated, the Census Bureau cannot incorporate new methods in the 2020 Census design without risking the accuracy of the count in every community in the nation.

Also in 2015, the Census Bureau must complete a comprehensive review of American Community Survey questions, in preparation for a 2015 National Content Test that will inform its required submission to Congress of ACS questions. This review directly addresses congressional concerns about ACS response burden and will ensure that this seminal survey only collects data required for the administration of federal laws and programs.

The uncertainty that accompanies a Continuing Resolution simply does not lend itself to the Census Bureau’s unique, cyclical programs, one of which is mandated directly by the U.S. Constitution. The Census Bureau cannot delay its selection of a design framework beyond FY2015; that decision already is a year overdue.

*Therefore, we urge you to include some form of funding anomaly for the Census Bureau in the Continuing Resolution.* Failure to grant an exception
from flat-line funding will jeopardize the Census Bureau’s ability to plan a
cost-effective, modern, and accurate 2020 Census, the nation’s largest
peacetime activity and a foundation of our very democracy.

Thank you for considering our views and the importance of our request.

Sincerely,